What you missed if you missed Harmony University

More than 450 singers, students, faculty and staff made last week in New Orleans memorable at the annual best week of barbershop. Look for the telltale grins on the faces of returning attendees, an openness to new possibilities, and a willingness to embrace mistakes as opportunities to learn — "How fascinating!"

First Look launches on YouTube

See all the best in barbershop as soon as it’s released! For just $7.99 per month, you can unlock First Look, a YouTube subscription option from the Barbershop Harmony Society. First Look subscribers will enjoy premieres of more than two hours of videos every month — usually much more — at least a month before it’s released in public channels.

Exclusive First Look: 2023 International Quartet and Chorus Festival

The second year of this event captivated a packed house with dozens of superb, high energy performances — and you truly "had to be there," because it was not part of the Livestream. Performances from the Festival will roll out to First Look subscribers throughout the month of August, at least a month before they hit the public channel.

Already released to First Look subscribers

- Mixed selections from: Next Generation Barbershop Varsity Quartet Contest
  - Mixed selections from International Chorus Contests — mixed selections
  - International Quartet and Chorus Festival — mixed selections
- Plus... "new" archival material from the video vaults
  - Released this week: 2005 International Salt Lake City Quartet Finals Rebroadcast

Moving? Vacationing? Referring? Find a chapter wherever you are

Where ever your wanderings take you, barbershop is seldom far away. While mapping your summer sojourns, add a local barbershop chapter to your itinerary with the Chapter Locator on the BHS website. Pick a general location and a radius, and plan a night of singing with new friends. Hot tip: check ahead by email or phone. Some chapters take a break in the summer, or may be out singing in the community.

FIND A CHAPTER

BACK ON THE SHELF!

Be Our Guest
arr. Steve Delehanty

Ignite your audiences with this masterful arrangement of the unforgettable Ashman & Mencken blockbuster from Disney's Beauty and The Beast. Now available worldwide, in all voicings!
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Preview tracks on SoundCloud

Chicago Nights • I Wanna Be Around
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